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Abstract—Brain-machine interface (BMI) is an emerging field
recently developed in an attempt to help restore functionalities
for paralyzed individuals. In this work, we revisited the design of
an optimized 1 mm3 implantable antenna transferring power and
data with a low profile external reader antenna by utilizing RFIDinspired backscattering technique. Prototypes were characterized
in terms of link efficiency through a realized RFID link. The
noise analysis for antennas in biological systems was performed
using two absorption-noise models. The proposed antenna system
provides wireless and fully-passive solution for multichannel
neural recording systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The development of brain-machine interface (BMI) system
aims at recording neural data and transforming thought into
action, which fulfill the dream of many patients – living
independently, using prosthesis in the same way as biological
ones. Short-range RFID backscattering might be one of the
most promising and safest methods for establishing wireless
powering and communicating with miniature neural implants.
Previous work including loop antenna design and preliminary
testing has been presented in [1] and [2]. In this summary,
we demonstrated the system characterization including link
measurement and noise analysis of miniature BMI antennas
for wireless power and data transfer based on RFID-inspired
backscattering. To our best knowledge, this is the first work
that demonstrates the implementation of absorption-noise
models in antenna noise analysis for biomedical applications.
II. RFID L INK M EASUREMENTS
The RFID link measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The implanted test board for RFID link measurement was
formed by an implanted loop antenna conjugately matched
and attached to the NXP RFID chip. The original design operates at the Medical Implant Communications Service (MICS)
frequency band of 402-405 MHz. In this measurement, we
keep the same reader antenna and 1 mm3 implanted antenna
dimensions as presented in [1], and re-design both of the
reader and implanted matching networks for the frequency of
915 MHz, in order to be compatible with the commercial RFID
reader and chips. A circulator board has been inserted between
the reader loop antenna and the RFID reader, providing over
30 dB isolation from Tx to Rx port.

Fig. 1. Setup for the RFID link measurement. The measurement setup consists
of the reader and implanted antenna test boards and a surface mount circulator
to provide Tx/Rx signal isolation.

The prototype implanted RFID tag has been tested by
commercial reader antenna, with a minimum input power of
15 dBm at a distance of 20 mm. And the complete RFID
link has been measured and the minimum transmit power has
been recorded. The tag was able to be detected in 3 mm by the
input power of 13 dBm, giving a link efficiency of -25 dB. The
required power is much lower than the maximum SAR limited
power level of 18 dBm, proving the viability of the concept
of RFID backscattering utilized for the specific application.
III. N OISE A NALYSIS IN B IOLOGICAL E NVIRONMENT
Noise in receiving system of BMIs is critical in determining
the link capacity. In this section, to the best of our knowledge,
we for the first time use two novel methods to investigate
the antenna noise in a complex biological environment, in
particular the human head. The noise temperature angular
profile of magnetic dipoles in the six-layer head model has
been generated for both implanted and on-body applications.
For any receiving antenna, the equivalent temperature TA
that reflects the noise power it collects from environment
is given by (1)[3], where P (θ, φ) is the power pattern in
(θ, φ) direction, and Tb (θ, φ) is the noise temperature profile,
representing the angular dependence of the received noise:
TA =
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(1)

The path-loss absorption-noise model was inspired by the
sky brightness temperature calculation for the curved earth
atmosphere for satellite antennas, as discussed in [3]. It can
be utilized to calculate the noise temperature due to sources
with simple layered spherical geometries. A simplified sixlayer head model with uniform physical temperature of 310 K
is assumed for the following discussion, since the temperature
distribution variation is less than 1 Kelvin in reality. It is also
assumed that the axis of symmetry of antenna pattern (e.g. the
far-field null for a magnetic dipole) points at zenith direction,
which results in the simplification of Tb (θ, φ) = Tb (θ). The
analysis of Tb (θ) starts with deriving the path-length for a
specified noise source geometry and antenna location by:
q
(2)
li = Ri2 cos2 (θ) + 2Ri Hi + Hi2 − Ri cos(θ)
where Hi and Ri are the thickness and inner radius of the ith
layer. Now similar to the analysis for atmosphere absorption,
the noise temperature due to the absorption of the noisy
biological medium can thus be found by (3), where T0 is
the physical temperature of head tissue, and αi is the power
absorption coefficient of the ith head layer:
Tb (θ) = T0 (1 − e−Σαi li )
(3)
As an alternative to the path-loss absorption-noise model, a
full-wave absorption-noise model is proposed. The full-wave
absorption-noise analysis starts from solving the volume loss
density of body model with an isotropic source placed at the
same location as the receiving antenna. The simulated threedimensional absorption data ∆Pn,loss (r, θ, φ) with respect to
an isotropic source is then exported in a spherical coordinate
system with the origin at the position of the antenna. However
since isotropic sources are unrealizable, a practical testing
source of choice with known power pattern can be introduced
into the full-wave analysis instead of the isotropic source. By
normalizing the resulted absorption data by the power pattern
of the testing source, one essentially get the loss density
with respect to an isotropic source. The three-dimensional
absorption data ∆Pn,loss (r, θ, φ) is then integrated over radius
that covers the entire body model to get the angular loss pattern
per solid angle Pn,loss (θ, φ). The noise temperature profile
Tb (θ, φ) can thus be calculated by normalizing the loss pattern
by the total power radiated from the testing source and the
physical temperature of head tissue as [4]:
Tb (θ, φ) = T0 × Pn,loss (θ, φ)/P0
(4)
And the noise temperature of the receiving antenna TA can be
calculated through (1) by integrating with the known power
pattern of the receiving antenna of choice. Note that the power
pattern P (θ, φ) in (1) can be either far-field or near-field
pattern, depending on the location of the noise sources with
respect to the receiving antenna.
In the actual implementations, a potential problem is the
inaccurate results of the noise temperature profile Tb (θ, φ) at
angles close to the nulls of testing antenna. In this case the
above procedures can be simplified if the testing antenna is
chosen to be the same as the receiving antenna, and the threedimensional loss density with respect to the testing antenna

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated noise temperature profile for the implanted application
and (b) for the on-body application using the two absorption-noise model.
TABLE I
T HE CALCULATED ANTENNA NOISE TEMPERATURE IN THE TWO
PROPOSED ABSORPTION MODELS .
Antenna
Path-Loss
Full-Wave
Applications
Absorption-Noise
Absorption-Noise
Implanted
114.30 K
112.24 K
On-Body
55.43 K
57.59 K

∆Ploss (r, θ, φ) can be used without normalizing to the testing
antenna pattern. Again Ploss (θ, φ) is calculated by integrating
∆Ploss (r, θ, φ) over radius, and the effective noise temperature
profile Tb,Ant is given by:
Tb,Ant (θ, φ) = T0 × Ploss (θ, φ)/P0

(5)

Notice that Tb,Ant (θ, φ) here includes the effects of receiving
(testing) antenna pattern while the later is independent of the
receiving antenna of choice.
Two cases has been studied to validate the performance of
the path-absorption model and full-wave absorption model. In
the first case a magnetic dipole receiving antenna has been
implanted in the layer of CSF fluid of human head. And in
the second case the same magnetic dipole had been used as a
on-body receiving antenna on top of the head skin. The sixlayer head model has been used as the noise source in both
two cases, and results of the noise temperature angular profile
and antenna noise temperature presented in Fig. 2 and Table
I shows that the two models agrees very well for both the
implanted and wearable applications.
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